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How Long Was Venus Habitable?

Earth and Venus are “sister worlds,” sharing a similar size, mass, 
and bulk composition. You wouldn’t want to visit modern-day
Venus, though, with its atmosphere of carbon dioxide and nitro-

gen and surface temperatures hovering around 450°C. But our neighbor 
probably wasn’t always so inhospitable.

Deciphering what early Venus looked like isn’t easy—in part because 
the planet’s surface is relatively young, just  300–  700 million years old—
but indications from the Pioneer Venus mission suggest that its atmo-
sphere once contained more water than it does today. Venus also might 
have hosted liquid water at its surface, as well as plate tectonics and a 
stable, temperate climate; some studies even indicate that Venus’s cli-
mate may have been more stable than early Earth’s, avoiding Earth’s 
icy snowball periods.

Theories abound about what led to Venus’s drastic transformation: 
A gradually warming Sun may have left the planet hot and desiccated 
after a short period of habitability, or a very early magma ocean and 
an atmosphere of carbon dioxide and steam could have given way to the 
planet’s current state nearly 4 billion years ago.

In a new study, though, Way and Del Genio provide evidence that a 
shallow water ocean and habitable conditions may have persisted on 
Venus for as long as 3 billion years, until volcanic large igneous provinces 
(LIPs) emerged simultaneously and ended the planet’s temperate period.

The team ran several simulations of Venus’s history using NASA’s 
ROCKE-3D (Resolving Orbital and Climate Keys of Earth and Extrater-
restrial Environments with Dynamics) general circulation model to 

examine how variations in the planet’s rotation rate and surface water 
levels might have influenced its early climate. Assuming that Venus’s 
early atmosphere, like early Earth’s, was carbon rich and cool and that 
its rotation rate was slow, the team found that Venus’s climate could 
have been stable for most of the planet’s more than  4-  billion-  year his-
tory—a strike against the gradually warming Sun theory.

The authors believe that simultaneous eruptions of LIPs over the past 
few hundred million years could have led to a runaway greenhouse 
effect by releasing large amounts of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere. 
The resultant drying of the planet’s surface could have driven it into a 
new  interior-  surface dynamics regime, with newly exposed basalts—
evident on Venus today—acting as an efficient oxygen sink.

In Earth’s past, LIPs have emerged sequentially in a random stochas-
tic process rather than simultaneously, which the authors note is “for-
tuitous for life as we know it today.” But not enough is known about 
Venus’s interior to speculate whether an uninhabitable end state is the 
inevitable product of internal processes on  Venus-  like planets or even 
on Earth, for that matter. Researchers need more observations from 
Venus’s surface to better constrain its early history and further chal-
lenge the magma ocean theory.

Ultimately, a better understanding of Venus’s history will provide 
insights into both terrestrial processes and those of exoplanets, includ-
ing whether the window of habitability is wider than currently thought. 
( Journal of Geophysical Research: Planets, https://doi.org/10.1029/
 2019JE006276, 2020) —Kate  Wheeling,  Science  Writer

Chinese Swamp Core Reveals 47,000 Years 
of Monsoon History

Every summer, one third of the world’s 
population receives rainfall from the 
East Asian monsoon. Variations in 

monsoon behavior can pose flood or drought 
risk, so understanding how it has changed 
over time could help clarify future risks. Wei 
et al. now provide new insights into 47,000 
years of East Asian monsoon history.

The new research addresses a lack of  long-
term, high-resolution data on past monsoon 
variability from southern China. To help fill 
this gap, the researchers collected an 8.6-
meter-  long sediment core from Dahu Swamp 
in the Nanling Mountains of southern China; 
the region’s topography makes it particularly 
sensitive to shifts in monsoon rainfall pat-
terns.

The research team took samples of mate-
rial every 2 centimeters along the length of 
the core and analyzed each sample’s mag-
netic properties to produce snapshots of min-
eral composition in the swamp at different 
time periods. These snapshots provided clues 

to the hydrologic and climatic processes in 
play when the materials were deposited.

Findings from the  mineral-  magnetic anal-
ysis enabled the scientists to reconstruct pat-

terns of fluctuation between relatively wet 
and dry periods in the region over the past 
47,000 years. These monsoonal rainfall pat-
terns are consistent with data from north-
ern China and are in line with past climate 
changes resulting from gradual shifts in 
Earth’s orbit and orientation.

The results also add to mounting evidence 
contrary to the traditional view that climate 
processes at high latitudes were the primary 
driver of paleoclimate monsoon trends. The 
new findings suggest that tropical climate 
patterns associated with the El   Niño–
Southern Oscillation have played an import-
ant role in driving  long-  term monsoon rain-
fall patterns.

This research could help refine climate 
models and improve predictions of future 
shifts in monsoon rainfall patterns as climate 
change progresses. (Paleoceanography and 
Paleoclimatology, https://  doi .org/  10.1029/ 
2019PA003796, 2020) —Sarah Stanley, Science 
Writer

New insights into ancient trends in East Asian mon-

soon rainfall could help refine predictions of flood 

and drought risk as global warming progresses. 
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